
INTRODUCTION
At 3SG Plus, innovation and transformation
converge to shape the future of your enterprise.
Our innovative transformation solutions are
crafted to catapult businesses into the forefront
of digital advancement, providing a
comprehensive array of services tailored to meet
the dynamic needs of contemporary
organizations.

REVOLUTIONIZE OPERATIONS WITH 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION SERVICES

Digital transformation plays a crucial role for
companies to stay competitive and relevant in
today's dynamic market landscape. Our solutions
encompass a wide array of cutting-edge
technologies and strategies including zero-trust 
microsegmentation, IT Infrastructure Services, Projects on Demand, and technology resource
augmentation. 

3SG Plus is a certified minority-owned technology reseller and IT services provider headquartered
in Columbus, Ohio. Our services include enterprise content management, digital transformation,
and cybersecurity. We are also a premier TrueFort reseller. 

We offer digital transformation solutions tailored to our clients’ unique needs. Our services pave
the way for secure, scalable environments. Customers benefit from our utilization of robust
software and industry best practices, ensuring efficient management of data flow within their
systems.

With over 20 years of experience in cybersecurity, workflow automation, and IT, customers can
trust that 3SG+ possesses the knowledge and skills necessary to address their needs effectively,
providing solutions that are informed by years of industry experience and best practices.



Leverage cybersecurity expertise from
3SG Plus to develop a comprehensive
security strategy

ZERO-TRUST MICROSEGMENTATION

IT INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES
3SG Plus offers a comprehensive range of IT
and network solutions designed to meet
infrastructure needs and safeguard data
integrity. Our IT services encompass Nutanix
Hyperconverged systems setup, streamlined
VMware gold images deployments, server-level
security enhancements, Active Directory domain
controller configurations, and disaster recovery
support.
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WITH TRUEFORT

3SG Plus partners with TrueFort to deliver an
advanced microsegmentation platform tailored
to enhance your security posture and
streamline threat detection and response. Our
solution dynamically segments and closely
monitors interactions between applications
and users to prevent unauthorized access and
thwart the lateral movement of threats.

Our microsegmentation platform empowers
security teams to define and enforce policies
across hybrid and multi-cloud environments.
Leveraging cutting-edge technology, our
TrueFort solution analyzes application behavior
and network traffic patterns in real-time, so
organizations can adapt and respond to
evolving threats.

Enhance security posture by segmenting
and monitoring interactions between
applications and users

Streamline threat detection and
response to defend against evolving cyber
challenges in real-time

Enforce security policies across on-
premises, hybrid, and multi-cloud
environments

Customize your microsegmentation
software to meet your unique IT
requirements

Our network services ensure customer
environments are scalable, secure, and
compliant with industry standards. We provide
strategic network architecture design, scalability
and redundancy planning, security
enhancements, network routing and switching
configuration management, and proactive
traffic volume monitoring and remediation. 



BENEFITS OF PODS
Cost Efficiency: Minimize project
execution and staffing costs

Access to Domain-Specific Expertise:
Utilize our experienced team for
project management and resource
allocation

Outcomes-Based Delivery: Meet
project objectives, timelines, and
budgets without delays or additional
expense

PROJECTS ON DEMAND

3SG Plus offers Technology Resource Augmentation
services that strategically fulfill workforce needs, so
companies can prioritize their core goals. Our
resource augmentation services deliver qualified
candidates to supplement your existing workforce on
a temporary or long-term basis. 

We handle all aspects of the recruiting process to
provide businesses with the flexibility to manage
fluctuating workloads, tackle specialized projects, and
embrace emerging technologies without the
intricacies of traditional hiring processes.
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TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE
AUGMENTATION

We manage resources, project timelines, and
financial constraints to ensure all work is
completed on time and in budget. Through
our integrated approach, we empower
organizations to overcome IT project
challenges and drive success and innovation
in the digital landscape.

Projects on Demand (PODs) includes
comprehensive project management and
staffing resources. Our experts work closely
with you to understand project objectives
and deliver tailored solutions that meet and
exceed expectations.

We help customers complete IT projects that
exceed the capacity of their internal teams.
Our dedicated professionals step in to handle
outlying projects and ensure every task
receives the attention it deserves.



Customized Solutions
Our digital transformation

services meet each 
customer’s specific needs.

Collaborative Partnership
We work closely with partners
and clients to deliver business

outcomes and long-term value.

Ongoing Support
Our commitment extends

beyond project completion to
ensure maximized ROI.

WHY 3SG?
Customers should choose 3SG Plus for Digital Transformation Services because of our commitment
to understanding their unique needs and delivering tailored solutions that drive tangible business
outcomes. Unlike other providers, we prioritize deep collaboration with our clients, working as
partners rather than mere service providers.

CONTACT US

Nanda Nair
Chief Sales Officer

614.309.3600

nnair@3sgplus.com

www.3sgplus.com

Nanda began his career as a real estate developer in
California before becoming the President of an alternative
energy firm. After relocating to Ohio, he established the
original 3SG, and his forward-thinking vision drove the
company to become one of the fastest growing businesses
in Central Ohio.

With his background in electrical engineering and a
business degree from Franklin University, Nanda brings a
unique combination of technical expertise and business
acumen to his role.  

Nanda is passionate about improving community health
and is dedicated to enhancing the technologies utilized by
both government entities and private industry.

Apart from his professional pursuits, he is also an
enthusiastic runner, having successfully completed over 10
marathons.
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